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Week brings notable speakers to support sustainability
By ARIANNA REES
staff writer

This year’s Sustainability Week
is the first to be hosted by both the
College of Natural Resources and
USU’s Sustainability Council.
The week will include free movies,
displays and other events, said Michael
Butkus, academic adviser for the
department of natural resources.
“The purpose of Natural Resources
and Sustainability week is to make
people on campus more aware of
natural resources and sustainability

programs, and to get them involved,”
he said.
From 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. on
Monday, the collaborators will host
a Sustainability Kickoff in the TSC
International and Sunburst Lounges
where students can come to plant
seeds and learn about sustainability
efforts on campus.
From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on Tuesday,
a Natural Resources and Sustainability
Fair will be held in the TSC Lounges.
As part of the Blue Goes Green
Sustainability Council initiative, students will be able to meet with various

campus groups involved with natural
resource management and sustainability.
Students will also have the chance
to learn about sustainability through
Blue Goes Green Walking Tours on
Thursday. Students meeting at the
first floor atrium in the BNR building
at 11 a.m. will be able to participate
in a guided tour of USU’s efforts to go
green. At 1 p.m., students can meet
at the south doors of the Spectrum to
tour USU’s extensive heat plant and
tunnel system.
The Quinney Library will be spon-

soring several films throughout the
week, all at 7 p.m. in the first floor
atrium of the BNR building to promote
conservation and environmental sustainability.
The
documentary “No Impact Man” will
be shown Monday, “The Cove,” an
Academy Award Winner for the Best
Documentary of 2009, will be shown
Tuesday, and the film “Ghostbird,”
which documents a community’s
efforts to protect woodpeckers, will be
shown Wednesday.
There are also several speakers expected in the week’s events.

Wednesday’s activities include seminars by guest speaker Mike Sutton,
the Vice President of the Monterey Bay
Aquarium and a College of Natural
Resources alumnus. There will be a
seminar at 10 a.m. on the future of seafood and how oceans can be protected
while still providing us with sustainable seafood sources. In another seminar at 4 p.m. called “Protecting Our
Oceans: Establishing Marine Reserves
in California,”
Sutton

- See KICKOFF, page 3

SPS brings physics and people together in haunted labs
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
news editor

In the spirit of Halloween, USU’s Society of
Physics Students (SPS) had a physics professor lay
on a bed of nails and smashed a cinderblock on top
of him during Friday’s Haunted Labs in the SER
building.
This was just one of the many laws of physics demonstrated in the Haunted Labs. Kenneth
Bennion, a junior majoring in science and math
education, said unlike lying on one nail, lying
on rows and rows of nails will “balance out” and
prevent any of the nails from puncturing the skin.
After the professor lay down on the nails, another
square piece of wood covered with evenly spaced
nails was put on his stomach. On top of that piece
of wood was a cinder block, and one of the SPS
members raised a mallet and smashed the cinder
block. The nails did not injure the professor.
“If I were to step on you with a tennis shoe it
would hurt a lot less than if someone stepped on
you with a high heel, because there are so many
points of pressure,” Bennion said.
It was the first annual Haunted Labs at USU,
and curious attendees came steadily throughout
the night. USU’s new green laser beam was cast
into the sky, marking the student-organized labs
from the top of the SER building, and could be
seen from most areas of Logan. The theme of the
haunted labs involved a meteor landing in Logan,
creating radioactive matter to warp the scientists’
brains.
Physics could be seen at work from the beginning when attendees were waiting in line to purchase a ticket. Plasma domes and fluorescent lighting lined the walkway to the ticket sales and into
the lab. Bennion played actual footage and sound
that a USU professor recorded of space matter hurtling through the sky.
“Some people don’t do The Howl thing,”
Bennion said, “We’re just trying to give people
more options during Halloween.”
A crew of approximately 40 students spent the
afternoon transforming the SER building Friday,

STUDENTS TRANSFORM into mutant scientists through costume at the Haunted Labs on
Friday. CATHERINE URIE photos

including Shea Durfee, a freshman majoring in
geology. He said he was amazed how much the
group was able to accomplish in a short period,
considering classes were held in the building that
morning.Throughout the three floors, optical illusions through reflections and refractions were set
up as well as examples of trajectory. Durfee was
positioned to scare anyone who crossed his path,
and said he got great reactions.
“I was impressed with the costumes,” said
Jarren Jenkins, a junior in finance and economics.
“The zombies and mutant scientists really played
their parts well.”
Shane McGuire, who also attended the
Haunted Labs, said he became most afraid when
he entered into a hallway that was pitch black, covered entirely with black tarps so no light was seen.

“We want to bring science and the people
together,” said Linsey Johnson, president of SPS.
“So, first we make science fun and make the people
want to have their questions answered.”
Johnson said it is helpful for physicists to teach
through the social interaction that the Haunted
Labs provided, because some physicists are hired
into jobs where they must translate ground-breaking physics research to the public.
All of the profit made will go toward buying
equipment for SPS’s elementary school demonstrations because they are currently borrowing most
of it from the physics department. Johnson sad
she would like to get equipment to teach angular
momentum, which requires a spinning stool and
weights. The leader of the physics demonstration will have an elementary student sit on the

stool and hold out their arms while gripping the
weights. While the stool spins the student is told
to bring their arms close to their body, and this
increases the momentum of the stool.
Many families attended the Haunted Labs,
and Bennion said he wants to encourage more to
become interested in science-related events, the
same way a family may be interested in a music
performance.
Johnson said these types of events are good for
both the scientist and the curious attendee.
“Physicists have this attitude so they don’t interact with the public, so this is the perfect way for
them to share their knowledge,” Johnson said.

– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

USU professor judges national cake challenge
By JESSICA SWEAT
staff writer

The show that claims to take you to “the biggest and best food
battles around the world” recently took one Utah State University
professor to Denver, Colo., to be a judge in determining which
extreme cake-baking contestant can best embody an urban legend
and take home a large cash prize.
Utah State University folklore professor Lynne Sullivan McNeill
received the role as judge for the cable television show “Food
Network Challenge” after being asked to submit an audition tape
earlier this year by show producers. She then received a call informing her that she would be one of four judges to determine which
contestant will walk away from the cake challenge with a $10,000
prize.
The show aired Sunday, but was filmed in May. McNeill said
filming took 11 hours, but at the end of the day, the decision
to award the prize money was truly in the hands of the judges.
Contestans were allowed to prepare 50 percent of the cake before
THE FOOD NETWORK CHALLENGE is a program on the Food Network that aired an episode Sunday that featured Lynne
Sullivan McNeill, a USU folklore professor, as a judge in the cake-making competition. McNeill said the cakes were so immaculate it was
difficult to decide on a winner.
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Briefs Alumnus shares triumph over speech hurdles
Campus & Community

Two USU Press books
finalists for award
Two books published in 2009
by USU Press were finalists in the
recent Utah Book Award competition, and one book, “Comb Ridge
and Its People: The Ethnohistory
of a Rock” by Utah State University
San Juan Campus professor Robert
S. McPherson, won the award in the
nonfiction category.
“A River Knows Everything:
Desolation Canyon and the Green”
by James M. Aton was a finalist in
the nonfiction category as well.
USU Press is a department of
University Libraries at Utah State
University.
The Utah Book Award is sponsored by the Salt Lake City Library
and the Utah Center for the Book.
The award honors outstanding
achievements by Utah writers who
produce exceptional literature
having a Utah theme or setting.
Established in 1999, the award
was presented to one book. Since
then, categories have been added to
include fiction, nonfiction, poetry
and literature for children and
young adults.
John Alley, executive editor at
USU Press, acknowledged the award
and the efforts of all involved in the
process at USU.
“The award not only reflects the
great work by professor McPherson,
but also our staff members and
their efforts to continually produce
high-quality books,” Alley said.
“Comb Ridge and its People”
explores a unique 100-mile-long,
200-foot-high serrated cliff and
the human cultures it has defined
in a small section of the Colorado
Plateau.

Students ready to
participate in polls
Utah State University students
once again team with other university students across the state
to participate in the Utah Colleges
Exit Poll in November, the longest
running student conducted exit
poll in the country. Brigham Young
University’s Center for the Study of
Elections and Democracy sponsors
the Utah College Exit Poll, which
was first conducted in 1982.
USU students, under the direction of Damon Cann and William
Furlong, political science professors
at USU, will conduct the polling
efforts in Box Elder and Cache counties.
The results of the poll have proven accurate over its 26-year history,
and results are available through
the poll’s BYU website shortly after
the polls close election day.
USU’s students have prepared for
their involvement in the exit poll
since early September and upwards
of 50 students will participate,
Cann said. All are volunteers and
represent a variety of majors at
USU, including political science,
international studies and law and
constitutional studies.

War correspondent
to speak Thursday

By RHETT WILKINSON
staff writer

Attorney and USU alumnus Marcus Mumford
shared thoughts about his nation-crossing career
path, key events that helped him overcome stuttering and the faith he found that helped him
throughout the process.
Mumford presented “A Stuttering Lawyer and
the Philosophy of Science” Friday, Oct. 30 at the
David B. Haight Alumni Center on campus.
Mumford’s speech was the second of The College
of Humanities and Social Sciences Distinguished
Alumni Speaker series.
The purpose of the series is to assure students
that obtaining a degree from the college is valuable by featuring speakers who are examples of
successful graduates from diverse fields.
The focus of Mumford’s presentation was to
highlight the ways he rose to the top of the law
field. He has been employed in New York and Los
Angeles, despite a struggle with stuttering that
was a hindrance in his work.
Severe stuttering was a potential barrier that
Mumford, who graduated fro USU in 1996, said he
had to learn to overcome after being diagnosed as
a child.
When he was four, Mumford’s parents realized
that he wasn’t progressing in speech as rapidly as
others his age.
While at a Boy Scout fundraiser in the later
years of his youth his stuttering contributed to
his inability to sell a single ticket. At this point,
Mumford said his mother played a huge role in
helping to shape his character.
“After we cried together, she sent me back out
again,” he said. “I came back late that night and
left a note for her that I had sold every ticket.”
In the question-and-answer session, Mumford
described how he served an LDS mission in Rome,
Italy, despite the physical struggle. In a way, he
said, the stuttering contributed to his building relationships with locals because he had to
choose to speak only Italian rather than switching
between conversations to English.
Focusing on just one language caused him to
develop the Italian dialect and thus endear himself
to the citizens.
Mumford said when he was employed by his
first law firm following his graduation from BYU’s
Law School in 1999, he took 30 minutes to leave a

30-second message. He wasn’t going to allow the
stuttering to keep him from oral presentations in
the courtroom, he said.
Once he made it into the courtroom, Mumford
said in judges’ eyes he had instant credibility as a
lawyer because he dealt with an insecurity. He had
at some cases been so effective in his delivery that
even though he was struggling to utter the next
phrase, judges would sometimes mouth what he
was about to say next.
“(Other) lawyers would kill for that,” he said,

MARCUS MUMFORD

drawing laughter from the audience. “Your professors would kill for that.”
For the presentation, Mumford used a model
with baseball umpires to describe the process of
seizing control of a situation and overcoming a
struggle.
The model contained three phrases that
describe different approaches to a potential barrier to aspirations. The first was “I call ‘em as they
are,” meant to describe those who analyze something and claim it to be the concrete truth.
“I’m here to tell you that science has had a
good run, but needs to have its modesty, just as
it has expected from others like religion and art,”
Mumford said. “It can’t determine our values, and
can have hoaxes.”
An example of that “hoax,” he said, was being

told that he would not really even be able to talk
because of his stuttering condition. It was when
Mumford realized as a young boy that he could
not let others define what his life was going to be,
no matter how severe his condition.
“My first big step was to step off that ledge,” he
said.
The second phrase of the model was “I call ‘em
as I see ‘em,” meant to describe those who simply
take something taught to them and allow for that
learning to influence them completely.
Mumford called this theory the “PDS: Pretty Dang
Sure” method.
The third statement that Mumford spoke
about, which he spent the most time explaining,
was “They ain’t nothing ‘til I call ‘em.”
“You need to say ‘I am going to be more than
acted upon... I am going to be the one that acts,’”
he said. Mumford compared seizing opportunities
in life and letting even physical barriers, like his
stuttering, not get in the way of those goals, to a
parade that sees a curb, but makes the adjustment
to not let the curb trip up the rest of the show.
“We (need to) react. We are (in need) to be
more likely to take the invitation to join the
parade,” he said.
Students who attended were impressed with
Mumford’s motivating words.
“He had a really great life story about staying focused,” said Spencer Brown, an undeclared
freshman. “I could tell that (his journey) has taken
a lot of guts.”
Sophomore Mark Fuller, whose teacher had
canceled his philosophy class to allow Fuller
and his classmates to attend, also thought that
Mumford’s experiences gave a great example of
perseverance and overcoming odds.
“I liked how he said that that (setting new
precedents) is only dangerous when you make it
dangerous,” Fuller said.
Fuller also liked how Mumford provided a
philosophical view on what he’s done to achieve
success in his field.
Mumford could also credit success to other significant figures who played roles as motivators in
him beating the odds.
“I was encouraged by mentors to ‘join the
parade,’” he said. “Some might just call that a
miracle.”
– rhett.wilkinson@aggiemail.usu.edu

Event explores human addiction research
By RANDALL HENRY
staff writer

Our brains our still developing
and will continue to do so until our
mid-twenties, said Timothy Shahan,
a psychology professor at USU who
spoke to students Friday about the
use of animals in understandings
addiction and human behavior.
“Character, judgment, willpower have their basis in brain
function, and they can be changed,”
Shahan said.
Shahan began the lecture by
describing Phineas Gage, a man
who lived during the 1800s, and
how an accident caused much of
the front part of his brain to be
destroyed, leading to a different
personality.
Shahan described the experiments that Pavlov ran on dogs, and
how that type of conditioning is
similar to the actions that cause
addiction in humans.
Stimuli are used to produce
certain actions, and that this is true
of humans, Shahan said. The “open”

signs on the doors of businesses are
an example of stimuli that we use,
in this case to know when we are
able to go in and receive goods and
services.
“We’ve known for a very long
time that this sort of reward learning plays a very large role in addiction,” Shahan said. “Turns out that
drugs function as re-enforcers for
behavior that produces them.”
Shahan said that addiction is a
disease of the brain that affects the
decision-making parts of the brain,
and drugs “hijack” the functions
of the brain that produce the same
chemical you would receive from
pleasurable experiences such as
spending time with your children.
Addiction is also characterized
by compulsive and habitual drugseeking and loss of control, Shahan
said.
“You can’t stop, and you relapse
when you do manage to stop.”
Shahan then started to talk
about drug cues. Shahan said that if
you show someone a drug cue and
the same urges associated with drug

use appear. Shahan said animal lessons are useful in learning about
human brain functions because
these sorts of cues can be seen in
animals as well as people. Shahan
also said that it is not exactly the
same, but drugs that humans abuse
work the same way as rewards for
animals. The primary focus of his
research has to do with conditioning and reward learning, Shahan
said.
Shahan also shared the results
his research yielded, and said applying each result to data collected
on human behavior allowed for a
greater understanding of the behavior cues and how the reward cycle
affects these results.
Afterwards, there were several
activities, organized by Amy Odum,
an associate professor with the USU
psychology department, including a real human brain on display.
Several activities allowed participants to test their own propensities
in regard to Shahan’s research, such
as testing how long you are willing
to wait for larger rewards, and your

aptitude for problem solving.
Kerry Jordan, an associate professor at USU, described her work on
infants and their ability to understand abstract concepts. Jordan said
that both she and Shahan are interested in how people learn.
“He’s looking at largely maladaptive human behavior. I’m looking
at how humans universally think
about certain concepts.” Jordan
said.
Michelle Woidneck, doctoral
student at USU and a member of the
anxiety disorder clinic, said there
are connections between conditioning and some symptoms of anxiety,
and the clinic’s research is just one
of the many studies using variable
methods to study human behavior.
For more information on addictive behavior, the website for
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse,http://drugabuse.gov/nidahome.html, has information for different age groups on drug abuse and
addictive behaviors.
– randall.henry@aggiemail.usu.edu

Partiers from across the state HOWL late into the night

Anne Garrels, senior foreign correspondent for National Public Radio
(NPR), will visit Utah State University
as a guest of Utah Public Radio Nov. 3
and 4.
Garrels will be the special guest
on Access Utah, UPR’s weekday call-in
program Wednesday, Nov. 3, from 9
to 10 a.m. She will give the Morris
Media & Society lecture Nov. 4 from
2 to 3:15 p.m. in the Performance Hall
on the USU campus. The address is
free and open to everyone, and the
public is encouraged attend. Copies
of Garrels’ book, “Naked in Baghdad,”
will also be available for purchase.
Garrels first joined public radio in
1988 after stints in television for NBC
and ABC news. She has served NPR
with distinction as a diplomatic correspondent, a Moscow bureau chief and,
for the past decade or so, as a roving
correspondent covering conflicts
and wars from Chechnya to Beirut,
from Kabul to Baghdad, with stops
in Bosnia, Kosovo and Tiananmen
Square in China among others.

-Compiled from staff
and media reports

A TOTAL OF 6,565 tickets were sold for The HOWL this year, which presented music groups The Higher and We the Kings. To see more pictures from The
HOWL go to www.utahstatesman.com. STERLING BOIN photo
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Kickoff: Week begins with
introductions to green programs
-continued from page 1
will discuss the conflict between
conservationists and fisherman in
their efforts to protect and expand
the capability of the world’s oceans.
Tom Wigley, from the National
Center for Atmospheric Research,
will also speak to students at 4:40 in
the Sunburst Lounge about geo-engineering on Thursday.
Friday’s events include the
start of the two-day Utah Bioneers
Conference in USU’s Eccles
Conference Center with the theme
“Revolution from the Heart of
Nature.”
Carlisle said, “Bioneers is a
national conference held annually
in California and broadcast to cities nationwide including Logan.
Bioneers seeks to effectively merge
ideas from environmental sciences,
engineering, business, social sciences
and other disciplines to solve environmental and social problems.”
Students will be able to attend
USU’s annual Reduce, Reuse and
Rock Concert Friday night at 7
p.m. in the International Lounge to
hear featured artists such as Julia
Mecham and Battle School.
The week wraps up with a 9 a.m.
service project on Saturday to help
USU scientists remove Brown Trout
SUSTAINABILITY WEEK will show three films this year displaying the reality of human’s relationship with the ecosystem.
These films include “The Cove,” “No Impact Man.” and “Ghostbird.” This week is also home to the Utah Bioneers Conference, which from a local river. Advanced registration is required and those who are
begins Friday in the Eccles Conference Center. Statesman file photo

Solution of
today’s
puzzle, found
on the FunPage.
How did
you do?

Extreme: Network invites USU prof.
to select best folklore themed cake



interested can receive information by
calling (435)797-4022.
Photo and research displays will
be up all week in the International
Lounge to help students learn more
about other sustainability efforts
being made around the world. The
biggest message, Carlisle said, is
to let students know that they can
always make a difference.
“I fear that ‘being green’ is the
new hip thing to do and that many
students’ interest in sustainability
and the natural world is a passing
trend,” Carlisle said. “However,
natural resources and sustainability
issues are not going away anytime
soon and finding solutions to those
problems and thereby maintaining
natural ecological processes is critical
to sustaining life globally.”
Butkus said he hopes that the
events will help students become
more involved with their environment. USU’s efforts in sustainability have been an example to other
universities and encouraged that
involvement, he said.
“We should be concerned about
our environment because it is the
right thing to do, and we should
always try to preserve our resources,”
Butkus said.
– ariwrees@gmail.com



-continued from page 1
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“I wasn’t sure what to expect; the most common legends deal
I was too nervous they would do with things we are afraid of but
a legend I didn’t know,” McNeill are not always gory. But because
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some folk beliefs are tied to
This may
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University of.
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ers chose
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teaching at USU
to portray,
while obtaining
not
– Lynne Sullivan McNeill, despite
her master’s
knowing the
folklore professor date the show
degree in
American studwould air.
ies and folkMcNeill said
lore. She also
the difference
co-founded the USU Folklore
between folklore and urban
Society and currently teaches
legends is that folklore is told as
an online course about urban
fiction and legends are told as if
legends for USU. McNeill also
they are true and “some of them
serves as the reviews editor for
are true,” McNeill said.
the premier academic journal
“They are so tenacious; these
devoted to urban legend studstories stick around. The power
ies.
of the narrative is really strong,”
McNeill said folklore’s
she said.
official term for urban legends
Steve Siporin, director of the
is “contemporary legends”
folklore program, said while
because all kinds of areas, not
many are happy to share their
just urban, continue to tell stoopinions on folklore, not everyries. She said that legends are
one has the advanced training

and specialization in the subject
as do those who are the mainstay of the folklore program at
USU.
“We also have a long tradition of researching and teaching folklore at USU as well as
one of the best folklore archives
in the United States, the Fife
Folklore Archives, which
famously includes the papers of
the American Folklore Society,”
Siporin said.
Siporin said that the program’s professors are good at
being “user-friendly” and are
encouraging and approachable.
The expertise in legends was
entirely left to McNeill during
the cake challenge; the other
judges were all pastry chefs.
“The decision was incredibly hard; there were a lot of
elements that came together in
the designs and all of the cakes
were ‘extreme’, ” McNeill said.
She said she decided to choose
which cake was the best representation of the urban legend
the designer chose.
“My thought of cake designing was revolutionized,” she
said.
While the episode aired
Oct. 31, encore presentations
of the show are scheduled for
Nov. 1 and Nov. 2 on the Food
Network.
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IDIAS creating
learning modules
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN Diwali several years ago. The tradition of Diwali night at USU has provided students with an
opportunity to experience the Indian story with its many cultures and traditions. Diwali is translated to “rows of light,” also referred to
as the festival of lights. photo courtesy ISA

A festival of light at USU
Indian Student Association to sponsor annual Diwali night
By CASSANDRA LAMBERT
staff writer

“Imagine a 5,000 year-old civilization that still thrives today,” said
Swadesh Patra, a graduate student
studying electrical engineering and
vice-president of the Indian Student
Association, ISA. “Imagine a thousand different languages still spoken
in one country. Imagine a land where
the largest battles were won by nonviolent actions.”
This is how Patra described the
country of India, with its distinct,
multifaceted identity, including official languages. Patra said as the outside world becomes more globalized,
each culture begins to be influenced
by each other.
“The Indian experiment gives us

a glimpse into the future model of
human existence. It gives us a hope
that we all can and will live together
in spite of having all our individual
differences,” Patra said. This spirit
of India is celebrated at Utah State
University each year on Diwali night.
Diwali is simply translated to
“rows of light,” also referred to as the
festival of lights. Patra said the rows
of light at this festival are intended to
teach people to vanquish ignorance,
subdue humanity and drive away
darkness that engulfs the light of
knowledge. The festival is established
as a social platform where people can
forget their differences and celebrate
together.
“The spirit of victory over evil
forces that is championed by Diwali
is made more special at Utah State by
the participation of students in the

various performances that are organized,” Patra said.
For the past 10 years, this tradition
of Diwali night at USU has provided
students with an opportunity to
experience the Indian story with its
many cultures and traditions. Digant
Vyas, a senior majoring in geology
and sports secretary of ISA, said he
would like USU students to share in
the heritage, experience the cultural
impact and be aware of the diversity
on campus.
Patra said Indian students make
up the largest international group at
Utah State. The ISA represents the
Indian population on campus.
“The ISA helps new students from
India by finding temporary accom-

- See EVENT, page 5

From emergency response training modules to math-education applications, the Interactive Design for Instructional
Applications and Simulations (IDIAS) Institute gives back to
students and the university, according to project director Brett
Shelton.
Shelton, also an assistant professor in the department of
Instructional Technology and Learning Sciences (ITLS), said
the project evolved from his work with Alan Hashimoto, the
project’s co-director.
“IDIAS formalized that collaboration,” he said.
The institute brings together the department of ITLS and
the department of art.
“It’s a nice blend of complimentary disciplines,” he said.
“Hopefully the students get a chance to benefit from that.”
The IDIAS Institute homepage says IDIAS “builds on USU’s
strengths in instructional design, interactive simulations, and
interface design to inform technology research and develop
commercially viable and innovative products.”
The website says the IDIAS Institute is focused on efforts
that involve interactive multi-player simulations and games
and mobile applications to teach a variety of content areas
to a wide audience. These include training and education of
emergency response personnel, measuring and evaluating
environmental changes through simulation, increasing the
effectiveness for virtual and distance education, and creating
instructional materials for children in kindergarten through
12th grade with special needs.
One of the institute’s current projects is what Shelton
described as “GPS based mobile learning.” The project, called
GeePerS*Math, is meant to assist with math education for the
deaf and hard of hearing. Jon Scoresby, a doctoral candidate
in ITLS and research assistant with IDIAS, acts as the project
coordinator for GeePerS. He said the program will be targeted
at fourth and fifth graders. One of the biggest challenges is the
over-all lower reading levels of deaf and hard of hearing students, he said, which affects their math abilities, specifically
with word problems.
Scoresby said, “We’re teaching them math but have to deal
with language also.”
One of his favorite parts about working with the institute,
he said, is learning about many different things from many
different areas. One of these areas is firefighting training.
Another long-term project the team is working on is the
Hazard, Emergency and Accident Training (HEAT) engine.
HEAT, developed in 2007, is a “3D networked multi-player
game-like environment in which players have the opportunity
to not only learn and practice tactical response skills in a
controlled, operations-based, real-time instructional environment, but to practice and improve skills dealing with incident
command or an incident commander,” according to the IDIAS
page. The HEAT engine was first used as a training module for

- See IDIAS, page 6

USU bee lab crucial to agricultural industry
By TAM ROUNDS
staff writer

The Pollinating Insects Laboratory, or “bee
lab,” on campus is one of three Agriculture
Research Service (ARS) labs located at USU.
They are each looking to solve agricultural problems, resulting in improved agricultural yields.
Common sense economics suggest this means
more dollars in the pockets of producers and less
dollars spent by consumers to purchase agricultural products.
Dr. Rosalind James, research leader for the bee
lab, said most, if not all, ARS labs across the country are located on or near university campuses.
James said the collaborative relationship is mutually beneficial to the ARS lab and the university
because each can use the others’ research to build
on.
According to ARS, it is the in-house research
arm of the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA). The Poisonous Plant Lab and
the Forest and Range Lab are the additional ARS
facilities housed at USU. Aside from the economic
impacts of research, ARS inquiries “ensure highquality, safe food, assess the nutritional needs of
Americans and enhance the natural resource base
and the environment.”
This bee lab is one of five across the country,
and the only one to research bees other than the
honey bee. James said there is a common misconception that all bees make honey and live in hives.
In fact, there is only one species of honey bee in
the United States; the remaining 3,000 plus species of bees that live on this continent are solitary
bees and don’t produce honey. Their pollinating
skills are even more important than the honeymaking ability. Without the dutiful attention that
pollinators pay to flowers, plants could not produce fruit or reproduce.

Dr. Theresa Pitts-Singer is one of five research
entomologists and biologists at the Logan bee lab.
She said her focus is “improving the commercialscale use and management of the alfalfa leaf-cutting bee, a pollinator of alfalfa, canola, and other
crops.
“I also work on improving the management of
the blue orchard bee, which has recently gained
attention due to a shortage of honey bees for fruit
pollination,” she said.
Pitts-Singer said two main industries that
utilize their research are the almond industry and
alfalfa seed producers.
According to the Almond Board of California,
almonds are the top agricultural export of the
United States, totaling over $1.8 billion in 2008.
The next highest export, wine, brings only half as
much to the economy at $963 million.
Without the effects of pollinators there would
be no almonds, which would result in a gaping hole in the economy. The decrease in honey
bees scared almond industry insiders until bee
lab research proved Osmia lignaria, or Orchard
Mason Bee, to be an effective pollinator of almond
blossoms.
James said the alfalfa seed growing industry
really didn’t exist in the west before the 1960s. The
discoveries generated by the lab back then resulted
in the introduction of the alfalfa leaf-cutter bee,
which didn’t naturally exist in the region before.
“Once it was discovered that Megachile
rotundata, alfalfa leafcutter bee, was a reliable
pollinator of hay crops, it shifted the whole (seed)
production industry from the eastern states to the
western states,” James said.
In Box Elder County, just west of the Salt
Creek where Tremonton dips into Bothwell, Eli
Anderson’s alfalfa seed production operation

- See BEE, page 5

THE POLLINATING INSECTS LABORATORY, or “bee lab,” on campus is looking to solve
agricultural problems, resulting in improved agricultural yields. CARL R. WILSON photo
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Napaholic student lives with fear of aliens
JL: Bill. I don’t know why … .

By CHELSEE NIEBERGALL
staff writer

Utah Statesman: What has
been your biggest accomplishment this year?
Jerimiah Lamb: I am taking
physics, calculus and organic
chemistry. So making it dayto-day is a big accomplishment.
US: Which textbook cost you
the most money?
JL: Physics and it cost about
$100 online.

US: What is one thing you wish you knew
how to do?
JL: Probably speak Spanish.
It is really helpful.

Caught
on
Campus

Jerimiah Lamb
junior
chemistry

US: Do you prefer blondes, brunettes or redheads?
JL: I’m not picky. A beautiful girl is a beautiful girl.
US: What is your favorite candle scent?
JL: Mulberry by Salt City Candles. It’s a good
one.
US: Do you have Bieber-Fever?
JL: I do. Who doesn’t? He’s got the moves.
US: What is the hardest thing you have ever
done?
JL: My LDS Church mission.
US: If you could be any article of clothing,
what would you be and why?
JL: An ascot. It’s a total dude’s scarf. They
wore them in the ’50s. I’d like to bring them
back.

US: What is your most
embarrassing moment?
JL: I always do dumb things
that make me look like a goober.
US: What is your favorite
flower?
JL: A lily because they are
different.

US: What would you say to break up with a
girl?
JL: Never had to do it. But I would probably
ignore her for a while, and tell her things
aren’t working out, or make myself really irritating so she would break up with me.
US: What is your guilty pleasure?
JL: Naps by far. I can tell myself everyday
not to take a nap, but I still do it. Every day. I
even write in my planner “no naps” but I still
do it.
US: What is your favorite book?
JL: “The Book Thief ” by Markus Zusak.
US: Who do you admire?
JL: My mom and my friends. They have
always been good examples.

US: What is your dream date?
JL: Hitting golf balls and a girl thinking I’m
a total stud. Like, “Oh yeah. I’m the man.”

US: Batman or Superman and why?
JL: Superman because he is pretty much
indestructible and kryptonite isn’t just lying
around anywhere. NASA couldn’t find kryptonite.

US: What are you scared of?
JL: If I think about aliens too long, I start to
get scared.

US: What is your favorite time of day?
JL: About nine in the evening. That is when I
go home from school.

US: What is the strangest food you have ever
eaten?
JL: There was this Russian man who has
these salted goat milk balls and it was pretty
gross.

US: Do you sleep on your side, back or stomach?
JL: Never on my stomach because I wake up
with a killer backache.

US: What is the first thing that pops into
your head when you hear “USU Basketball”?

US: Why do you want to be a chemistry
teacher?
JL: Mostly I want to teach and I couldn’t

JERIMIAH LAMB SAID if he could be any article of clothing, he would be an ascot. Lamb said he has
goals of becoming a chemistry teacher. CHELSEE NIEBERGALL photo

decide what I wanted to teach, but I liked
chemistry in high school so, why not.
US: What is the craziest thing you have ever
done?
JL: I’m not that crazy. I shot a propane tank
once.
US: What is something you have never admitted to anyone else?
JL: When I am in a room I like to figure out
how to climb things. It usually includes a
grappling hook.

US: What is the best birthday present you
have ever received?
JL: When I was five I got a raccoon tail hat.
That is the best birthday present I have gotten to date. But my dog ate it.
US: What is your favorite smell?
JL: Cleaning products mixed with air fresheners.

US: Where do you like to take girls on dates?
JL: I go mini-golfing a lot. It’s really pretty
lame.

US: How many times a day do you check your
Facebook account? And be honest.
JL: Once, if that.

US: What is your best pick-up line?
JL: Was your daddy a baker? Because you
have nice buns. But I really don’t use that,
mainly to avoid violence.

US: What do you consider your style to be?
JL: Preppy skater.

Bee: Lab advancing USU research
-continued from page 4
looks like any typical farm. As Anderson shows
the insides of his outbuildings, a major difference between a seed grower and a plant grower is
revealed-bees.
A typical alfalfa grower plants seed and nurtures the resulting plants, with particular attention to making the plants as large as possible,
hence producing the most amount of alfalfa hay.
Anderson said an alfalfa seed grower’s particular
attention is on the pollination of the alfalfa’s
flowers, which results in the maximum amount
of seeds produced. A seed grower applies all of
the same ingredients that hay growers use, water,
fertilizer – but also bees, specifically alfalfa leafcutter bees.
So, alfalfa seed producers have to know how
to raise, maintain, and transport bees, which is
a detailed and precise science in itself. Anderson
said he didn’t know anything about bees when he
got into the seed producing business four years
ago.
“The bee lab is a huge asset in learning what we
can do to maximize our efforts,” Anderson said.
One long-term issue that the industry needs
help with is managing bees to “return” or to reproduce at a rate that maintains or increases their
numbers. Anderson said he gets some return, but
never achieves 100 percent or better, so he purchases bees to make up the difference. American
seed growers must buy bees from Canada, where
their returns can reach 300 percent.
Anderson said four years ago he could buy a

US: How often do you do your laundry?
JL: Once a week. And I do my own laundry.

– chelsee.niebergall@aggiemail.usu.edu

Event: Bringing campus diversity
-continued from page 4

gallon of bees for $20-$25. Today’s price is $100
per gallon. For optimum yields, a grower “applies”
five gallons, or 50,000 bees per acre.
“With the other expenses, getting a field to
produce a crop of seed can cost over $800 per acre.
You can see that a big portion of that cost has to
do with the bees,” Anderson said.
Canadian bee producers can hold American
seed growers over the barrel (of bees) because
they are currently the only source. Again, as basic
economic law says, less competition equals higher
prices. Pitts-Singer and others are looking to
answer why Canada has better success with their
return rate of bees, in hopes of creating solutions.
The bee lab helps with short-term answers as
well. Anderson sold bees to a farmer in Arizona
who placed them on one of his fields. When the
farmer later checked he couldn’t find evidence
of those bees on his property and there was an
obvious question as to whether those bees were
defective. The bee lab examined the trays and concluded that the bees were healthy and they must
have found a more appealing area and migrated,
thus protecting Anderson’s reputation and liability as a bee provider.
Anderson has much to deal with to ensure
the viability of his operation and the Pollinating
Insects Lab’s research is crucial to help him maintain a positive bottom line, though he and his son
are working on solutions themselves.

modations, and helping them to feel at
home here,” he said.
Yogendhar Surpaneni, a graduate
student studying electrical engineering and treasurer of the ISA committee,
said he wants to give students a taste of
India through culture and food since not
everyone has the chance to go to India
and experience its culture.
According to the ISA website, the
association also strives to organize and
promote various cultural events to celebrate Indian traditions and festivals,
such as, “Holi” – a festival of colors; and
provide opportunities for social interactions. Anyone can become a member of
the ISA for only $6 per year.
Diwali consists of dances, music and
authentic Indian food. It is sponsored
by the ISA. Patra said the theme for this
year’s celebration will be the States of
India. This theme highlights the spirit of
the “unity in diversity” motto that keeps
India together.
Patra said throughout the night, colorful dance and music forms from different states of India will be showcased.
It is also an excellent opportunity to
try some of the Indian food available

in Logan. The event will end with blast
of bollywood dance numbers and 500
Aggies dancing to the rhythm.
This year, the ISA plans to donate
some of the proceeds from Diwali ticket
sales to the charity Colleges Against
Cancer – Utah State University Chapter.
At the Diwali event, the ISA will be
directing a fundraiser for this organization; there will be an information desk
for the Colleges Against Cancer.
“Every year the ISA supports a cause
by donating some funds to the organization and also tries to promote the cause
through the events conducted by the
ISA,” Surpaneni said. “There will also be
presentations given by members of their
organization during the main event to
help them promote their cause.”
Diwali is Saturday, Nov. 6. Tickets can
be purchased at a table on the first floor
of the TSC, Nov. 1-3 from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m or by calling Vipin Reddy at 314378-6897. The event will be held in the
TSC ballroom, beginning at 5:30 p.m.
For more information visit www.usu.
edu/isa or room 313 in the TSC.
– cassandra.lambert@aggiemail.usu.edu

– tam.r@aggiemail.usu.edu

Tickets On Sale Now
54 No Main Street Smithfield
5 minutes north of Logan

In Concert

2 for $20.00 Deal
2 Entrees
Free Breadsticks
& 1 Dessert

Dining

at Callaways:
We happily acceptNew
reservations
563-9179

Flat screen TV’s
54 No. Main •Street,
Smithfield
•
•
•
•
•

Comfy booths
Ala carte options
Larger sandwich selection
Larger variety of appetizers
Killer specials Monday-Thursday
For reservations call: 435-563-9179
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Organization asking for shoes to help African people
Aggies for Africa bring awareness to USU students
By RONALD WALLACE
staff writer

Throughout the past two weeks,
students may have seen individuals
walking with 10 bare toes and two
bare feet. Many of these students
donated their shoes to an organization on campus called Aggies for
Africa.
Mathias Fuelling, director of the
club, said last year, Aggies for Africa
received more than a 1,000 pairs of
shoes. He said two years ago, they
received more than 1,500 pairs of
shoes.
A donor who asked to remain
anonymous said the reason she
donated was because she feels it is
important that we help those in need
and this is one of the best ways we
can do it.
“I want to give to others in need,”
she said. “Usually we have a little
extra something that we can be giving
to those who need it. And when we do
have that extra something, we should
give it.”
Fuelling said all the shoes Aggies
for Africa collects will go to Green
Eyes in Africa, an organization who
also aims to help the people in Africa.
Fuelling said after reaching Green
Eyes in Africa they will be shipped to
an orphanage in Cameroon for children who need them.
Aggies for Africa formed a several
years ago. According to their website, the club was created by student
Danielle Babbel with the intention
of spreading awareness of African
affairs. When it affiliated with the
service center it had the chance to
become bigger.
Aggies for Africa fundraises and
sponsors events to make students
more aware of events and issues in
Africa and help individuals with the
problems there. They help educate on

the political and social injustices of
Africa.
Ben Williams, public relations
director for the service center, said
Aggies for Africa has been selling Tshirts every year to make money for
charities. These charities are different
every year as designated by the director of the organization.
Williams said the organization
works as a third party with larger
charities in African relief. Since they
are small they can join with larger
charities and help substantially.
Aggies for Africa has upcoming
events to inform students about a few

of the struggles in Africa. On Nov.
16 they are having a documentary
speaker from Invisible Children to
speak about children who are victims
of war crimes. In February they will
co-host a hunger banquet with STEP
(Students Together Ending Poverty).
Fuelling said their goal in the near
future is to start a refugee education
program at Utah State University.
Interested students can contact
Fuelling at 208-431-2725 or e-mail
him at mathias.fuelling@aggiemail.
usu.edu.
– ronald.wallace@aggiemail.usu.edu

JUNIOR MATHIAS FUELLING, director for Aggies for Africa,
shows his support for the cause with an Aggies for Africa T-shirt. ALISON
OSTLER photo

IDIAS is currently working on the project HEAT. The screenshot above shows the 3D game-like environment which players have the opportunity to learn and practice response skills in a real-time environment.
The HEAT engine was first used as a training module for emergency response teams, such as firefighters.
photo courtesy IDIAS

IDIAS: Creating USU application
-continued from page 4
emergency response teams, such as firefighters.
Shelton, explained that, when using the
system, an instructor or facilitator can create
different scenarios, which are then used to
train students or trainees.
One of the unique aspects of HEAT is its
assessment function, Shelton said, because
it gives immediate feedback to players as to
whether or not they have made the right decision for the given scenario. This feedback can
be sent to the facilitator to be graded or used
for instruction.
Another distinct function of the HEAT
program is its patent-pending regeneration
feature. Once a situation has been handled,
successfully or not, the facilitator can play
back the scenario with all feedback and all
communication between the players. At any
point in the playback, the facilitator can start
the team from that moment and give them
another chance to make corrections in their
decisions. Scoresby, who is writing his dissertation on the HEAT program, said the regeneration feature is one of the most useful parts
of the engine.
“This way you can have an unlimited number of situational training without the risk of
danger or cost of rebuilding things,” he said.
Within the HEAT engine, the institute has
developed the Forensic Investigation Training

(FIT) project, which allows a team to enter a
space after the first responders and learn how
to diagnose damage and assess the causes of
emergencies. IDIAS is also working with Hill
Air Force Base on a suicide prevention training module, which will be used to train those
on the base on how to handle a situation in
which a person is at risk of hurting themselves. Shelton said that aside from making
new things, the team is seeing if the things
they’re making “can help people learn better.”
IDIAS is also building the official USU
application, which will tentatively be released
in the spring of 2011. The team is working with USU Public Relations to create an
individualized application for iPhone and
Android phone users. Shelton said other
schools often use the same outside contractor,
making all their applications similar. Because
they are contracting a team on campus, the
USU application will be unique to the university and gives money back to the student
employees.
The application will be free, Shelton said,
and widgets and funding are coming from
many different areas of campus, from departments and colleges to athletics and ASUSU.
All needed information will be in one place
and easy to access, Shelton said.

– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Diamonds Direct from Antwerp Belgium
Today, Gene Needham is hand selecting diamonds to bring back to Logan

2 Arriving to the Diamond District - The
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Where Utah Gets Engaged!
Store Hours:
Monday - Saturday
10:00 - 7:00

141 N. Main

752-7149

www.seneedham.com

Middle of the block
at the sign of the clock.
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Monday

Nov. 1
Today is Monday, Nov.
1, 2010. Today’s issue
of The Utah Statesman
is published especially
for Laura Luke, a junior
majoring in marketing
from Taylorsville, Utah.

- Utah in the Union, All Day
- Utah Conference on Undergrad Research,
All Day
- Research on Capitol Hill, All Day
- Sustainably Farmed Food, Park City, 6
p.m.

Tuesday

Nov. 2
- Religious Panel, TSC Auditorium, 1
p.m.
- Biology Seminar, BNR 202a, 3:30 p.m.
- Late Night Comedy, Performance
Hall, 9 p.m.

Weather
High: 55° Low: 31°
Skies: Partly cloudy
with 10 percent
chance of snow
showers.

Religious panel

You need to know....

HUG BIG BLUE, Break a World
Record, and Support the SEED
program! Buy your commemorative
pins now in the TSC ticket office
to Hug Big Blue on the Quad on
Nov. 3 from 1-2 p.m. $3 for Students
($5 for non-students).
Byron Burnham, the Dean of
Grad Studies at USU, and Matt
Barclay, a doctoral student at USU
are looking for couples married 7
years or less to participate in an
online study to help them test software about “listening in marriage.”
All participants will receive compensation and be entered into a drawing
for prizes. For more info see: www.
On Nov. 4 at 5:30 p.m. there will facebook.com/ListeningInMarriage.
Range Club Skeet Shoot at
be a dodgeball tournament in
200 S. 800 W. in Smithfield Utah
Logan’s Rec Center. Teams may
register by e-mailing dodgefors- starting at 12:30 p.m. on Nov. 13.
eed@gmail.com. Teams consist Hamburgers and homemade Root
Beer will be provided. Guns will be
of 6 players and a fee of $50 is
available but please bring your own
required to play. It is double
elimination and there are prizes shells, 12 or 20 gauge. It will be $5 to
shoot 25 shots and $5 to eat. Come
for winning teams. Come help
have a great time!
raise money for the SEED!
EMPLOYEES - Are you wanting
to get a jump start on your fitness?
Do you want to know where you
Open meeting for JCOM stustand with your health? Contact
dents (and others) with NPR
Dayna (dayna.barrett@usu.edu or
foreign correspondent Anne
797-8519) to schedule your free fitGarrels. Discuss covering the
ness assessment today. Done every
world, the U.S. invasion of
Thursday between 12 and 4. Don’t
Iraq, reporting wars. AnSci
miss this great opportunity!
303 2:30-3:30 p.m. Also, Anne
Abstracts due to undergraduate
Garrels, “Bearing Witness? One
journalist’s take on covering the research day at the state capitol,
world.” Morris Media & Society which occurs January 26, 2011.
Lecture. USU Performance Hall, To submit: https://research.usu.
edu/undergrad/htm/sharing-your2-3:15 p.m.
research/research-on-capitol-hill.
Stokes Nature Center will host
Wild Wednesday on Nov. 3 from 5The Men’s Volleyball team has
their first tournament of the year 8 p.m. All are invited for some famplaying host to teams from Utah, ily friendly nature fun as SNC keeps
its doors open late and provides
UVU and others. Nov. 5 5-10
stories, activities, and a chance to
p.m. and Nov. 6 8 a.m.- 4 p.m.
explore. November’s theme is Snakes
& Spiders. For more info, call 435755-3239 or visit www.logannature.
Peace Vigil every Friday at 5:30
org.
p.m. at 50 North Main Street.
Upcoming dates at Cafe Ibis:
Questions, email info@loganChad Floyd and Liz Wooley on Nov.
peace.org or call 755-5137.
5 at 7 p.m., Todd Milovich on Nov.
7 at 12 p.m., Hilary Murray on Nov.
14 at 12 p.m.

Flight Deck • Peter Waldner

A religious panel will discuss
perspectives of same-sex marriage at USU on Nov. 2 as part
of the Center for Women and
Gender lecture series. All are
invited to attend the panel discussion on Gays and Marriage:
Religious Perspectives at the
Taggart Student Center auditorium from 1 to 3 p.m. Panel
members include practicing representatives from the
Episcopalian, Buddhist, Roman
Catholic, Latter-day Saint, Jewish
and Hindu traditions.

Dodgeball tourney

Almanac
Today in History:
In 1952, the United
States detonates the
world’s first thermonuclear weapon, the
hydrogen bomb, on
Eniwetok atoll in the
Pacific. The test gave
the United States a
short-lived advantage
in the nuclear arms
race with the Soviet
Union.
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Strange Brew • Peter Deering

NPR lecture

Men’s volleyball

Wednesday

Nov. 3

- Meditation Club, TSC 335, 12 p.m.
- Suessical the Musical, Morgan
Theatre, 7:30 p.m.

Peace Vigil

More Calendar and FYI
listings, Interactive Calendar
and Comics at

www.utahstatesman.com
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Hansen’s hat-trick leads Aggies in dominant win
By MEGAN ALLEN
news senior writer

SENIOR FORWARD LAUREN HANSEN dribbles upfield during Sunday’s 4-0 win over Hawaii.
Hansen scored three goals in the game to become the all-time goal scoring leader in Utah State’s history
with 38 for her career. STERLING BOIN photo

With a hat-trick in the
first half of Sunday’s game
against the Hawaii Rainbow
Wahine (3-14-3, 1-5-2),
senior striker Lauren Hansen
became Utah State’s all-time
leading goal scorer in the
Aggies to a 4-0 shutout win.
The match marked the
end of regular-season play
for the Aggies (9-6-5, 5-21) as well as the last home
match for this year’s senior
class.
In the second minute of
play, on assists from Mari
Miyashiro and Heather
Pond, Hansen made a clear
shot from the 18-yard line
to tie the USU career goal
record that had been set by
Jayme Gordy from 1997 to
2000.
Just 14 minutes later,
midfielder Stefani Shiozaki
sent a corner kick directly to
Hansen, who headed it into
the goal breaking Gordy’s
record, and giving Hansen a
total of 37 career goals.
“It was so fitting to get
that assist from Shio(zaki),”
Hansen said. “She’s my best
friend, I couldn’t have asked
for a better person to help
me to get the record.”
“It was so great,” Shiozaki
said. “She scored that second
goal and we just looked at
each other and almost started crying. It was a very emotional game for all of us.”
Pond, also a midfielder,
said, “Our main goal was to
win of course, but we really

wanted to help Lo (Hansen)
get her record. For me to
help her get the tie, and
Shio(zaki) to help her beat it,
was absolutely amazing.”
Heather Cairns, Aggie
head coach, said it was great
for Hansen to make her mark
among players like Gordy.
“Jayme is the elite of our
program,” she said. “It is a
fitting tribute for Lauren to
take her place with her.”
Five minutes later, Hansen
followed her record-breaking
goal with another 18-yard
goal on an assist from fellow
striker, Shantel Flanary.
This class of seniors is
the winningest class in Utah
State soccer history. They are
also the only class to come
away with winning seasons
all four years of their careers.
“The whole team came
together for us to accomplish
that,” Hansen said. “That’s
why we have been so successful.”
All three seniors ended
their last regular season with
stats on the score sheet.
Cairns said the girls have
taken pride in every aspect
of their experience here.
“They are all good at seizing their opportunities,” she
said.
The Aggies held Hawaii
to a shutout, though they did
come close to scoring a few
times.
Hawaii had the first scoring opportunity in the first
minute of the game, but the
shot was blocked by goalkeeper Molli Merrill. Hawaii
had three other shots on

goal, all stopped by Merrill.
In the first half, both
teams took eight shots, but
in the second half, USU outshot the Wahine 15-1.
“It’s always tough when
you’re on your way to shutting a team out. You don’t
want to lose motivation,”
Pond said. “We did a good
job the keeping up our determination in the second half
and maintaining the shutout.”
Sunday’s win puts the
Aggies as the Western
Athletic Conference’s cochampions heading into
post-season play, marking
the fifth time in the last six
years the Aggies have finished in first or second in the
conference.
“The post-season is do or
die,” Cairns said. “The prize
is within reach, everyone just
needs to step up, compete,
and go for it. It’s another
opportunity for us to seize.”
Hansen, Pond, and
Shiozaki all said they were
thrilled with the way Sunday
went.
“I honestly don’t think
you could have planned it
this way,” Hansen said. “Our
families are here, the three
of us really helped each
other out, and the weather is
great.”
Shiozaki said,“What a
good way to end our senior
year.”
“It was perfect,” Hansen
said.

– megan.allen@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Basketball gets first tune-up of year with blowout of Laval
By TYLER HUSKINSON
web editor

Junior guard Brockeith Pane scored 16 points and five
other Aggies reached double figures to lead Utah State over
Universite Laval Red and Gold Saturday night, 93-51. Jean
Beaulieu led the out-matched Red and Gold with 19 points
and Jerome Turcotte added 17 of his own. Despite the dominant performance, the Aggies felt there is still room for
improvement.
“It’s a work in progress, obviously,” USU forward Brady
Jardine said. “I think we did some things really well and I
think we did some things poorly. That’s the nice thing about
a veteran team; we realize that a 50-point win doesn’t mean
anything. We’ve still got a long way to go.”
Jardine got the start in place of senior forward Nate
Bendall, and finished with 11 points and 12 rebounds.
Jardine’s role may become more significant this season
because Bendall did not dress for the game, and his right
foot may have him out for an extended period of time.
“It’s the same stuff,” Aggie head coach Stew Morrill said.
“He (Bendall) tried to go and he just couldn’t go. He wakes
up in the morning and can’t walk. He’s got chronic foot
issues. He’s got two screws in his feet; stress fractures flare
up all over. We were fortunate to get him through last year.
Whether or not he will play again at all is hard to say. He’s
gonna be out at least four weeks or more and then we’ll go
from there.”
Going into the season, the point guard position was a
big question mark for the Aggies. Pane played well, but so
did freshman guard James Walker III, who finished with six
points, seven assists and two steals. Both Pane and Walker
III were quick on defense and efficiently ran the fast break.
“I was encouraged at the point guard position,” Morrill said.
“I thought both Brockeith and James did a nice job.”
One thing that Morrill and the Aggies were not happy
with was their first-half defense. The Red and Gold hit
44 percent of their shots and Beaulieu and Turcotte both
reached double-digits in the first half.
“(Turcotte), we didn’t have much of an answer for him
in the first half,” Morrill said. “I was on them pretty hard
at halftime. I didn’t like how we defended and then we held
them to 11 points in the second half until the last minute
and a half. We weren’t very good defensively in the first half.
We played much better defensively in the second half.”
The Aggies held the Red and Gold to 25 percent shooting
in the second half and the Red and Gold finished shooting
34.6 percent on the night.
“This is a great team,” Red and Gold head coach Jacques
Paiement, Jr. said. “They’ve got everything, they’re physical,
they can shoot, they can pound it inside, and so it’s a good
team. I don’t think we are the only ones they are going to
blow out this year.”
The Aggies finished shooting 56.7 percent from the
floor and 42.1 percent from 3-point range, while struggling
from the free-throw line, hitting 68 percent of their shots.
Regardless of the statistics, the exhibition game served its

POINT GUARD BROCKEITH PANE led Utah State with 16 points during his first exhibition game in an Aggie uniform. Pane was one
of six Aggie players who scored in double figures during Saturday’s 93-51 win over Laval. TODD JONES photo

purpose for Morrill and the Aggies.
“On we go,” Morrill said. “It’s what exhibition games are
all about. It was nice to get out there and play somebody different besides ourselves and get everybody a chance to get in
front of our crowd a little bit.”
So are the Aggies ready for the regular season?
“We need another exhibition game,” Jardine said. “Every
day and every way we get a little better, and that’s how it’s
going to be the rest of the season. As the season progresses
we’ll get better and better.”
Luckily for Jardine and the rest of the Aggies, they will

face Grand Canyon before the regular season starts, and it
will be a more difficult test than their game against the Red
and Gold.
“It’s an American team, a good non-division team,”
Morrill said. “They’ve had a great tradition. They have some
transfer-back guys. They’ll be real physical. It’ll be totally
different than playing a foreign team.”
The Aggies will face Grand Canyon on Friday at 7 p.m. in
the Spectrum.

– ty.d.hus@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Borel’s huge night isn’t enough to tame Wolf Pack
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

A late game offensive
explosion and second half
defensive adjustments were
not enough for the Aggies
Saturday night, as a disastrous first half ultimately
proved to be the difference
in Nevada’s 56-42 win in
Reno.
Wolf Pack quarterback
Colin Kaepernick totaled
292 yards on the ground
and through the air to lead
Nevada (7-1, 2-1 WAC) past
Utah State (2-6, 0-4 WAC)
in a game that was not as
close as the final score indicated. Behind Kaepernick’s
dual threat ability, Nevada’s
offense marched up and
down the field on Utah State
during the first half, taking
a 35-0 lead into the break.
“We played a horrendous
first half,” said Utah State
head coach Gary Andersen.
“The second half, the kids
came out and fought. I’m
proud of them for that, but
at the end of the day we lost.”
From the opening kickoff,
it seemed as though nothing

could go right for Utah State.
Kaepernick bounced back
from a disappointing outing
in the team’s loss to Hawaii
two weeks ago, beginning
the game by leading the Wolf
Pack offense on a 12-play,
77-yard drive capped off by
an 8-yard touchdown pass to
running back Mike Ball.
The offensive explosion
was only just beginning for
Nevada, however, as the Wolf
Pack offense scored on a
nine-play, 70-yard drive with
a 13-yard touchdown run by
backup quarterback Tyler
Lantrip later in the first
quarter. The ensuing Utah
State possession saw the
Aggies fail to move the ball
down the field, and on their
third drive of the game, the
Navada offense struck again,
this time when running back
Landford Mark took a five
yard run to the endzone to
put the Wolf Pack up 21-0.
Utah State didn’t go
without chances to stop
the Nevada offense during
the first half of the game.
Nevada was a perfect twofor-two on third down conversations during the game’s
initial drive, while two Aggie

Part Time Snowsports
Instructors Wanted!
Hiring Clinic
Starts Wednesday,
Wednesday
Nov. 5, 2008
November
3rd 7-9PM
HPER Room 118
HPER Rm 111E

Positions are available
for Alpine and Telemark
Skiing and Snowboarding.

Call 753-0921 for information.

pass-interference calls on
Nevada’s second scoring
drive allowed the Wolf Pack
offense to stay in business.
“That was a very good
football team we played,
without question,” Andersen
said. “They took advantage
of opportunities when they
presented themselves.”
While Nevada’s offense
was clicking on all cylinders in the first half, Utah
State’s offense found itself
struggling to move the ball
or sustain any momentum.
The Aggies went three and
out on the first drive of the
game, and punted on their
first five possessions of the
night. The offense’s most
promising drive of the first
half ended after six plays,
when Aggie running back
Derrvin Speight fumbled
at the Nevada 46-yard line.
Utah State managed just 14
rushing yards by halftime,
compared to 206 Nevada
rushing yards.
“I just feel like at the
beginning of the game we
didn’t start off fast,” said
USU quarterback Diondre
Borel. “Offensively we didn’t
start off fast and put the
defense in bad situations by
keeping them on the field.
Nevada was taking advantage of that.”
That the Wolf Pack were
able to capitalize offensively
without the services of the
team’s leading rusher – starting running back Vai Taua
– makes the performance
all the more impressive.
Taua had come into the
game with 928 yards and
11 touchdowns on the year,
but a sprained ankle forced
Nevada coach Chris Ault to
use a combination of running backs in his place.
Courtney Randall, Mike Ball
and Mark Lanford didn’t
miss a beat for Nevada,
combining for four rushing
touchdowns to help lead the
Wolf Pack offense to a 596yard offensive night.
To Utah State’s credit,
the Aggie players never quit.
On the opening possession
of the second half, Borel led
USU on a 11-play, 84-yard
drive that ended with an 18yard Kellen Bartlett touchdown reception. Bartlett,

QUARTERBACK DIONDRE BOREL eludes a tackler during Utah State’s win over BYU earlier
this season. Borel threw for 399 yards and two touchdowns while rushing for 20 yards an another touchdown on the ground to lead Utah State to 42 second-half points Saturday. TODD JONES photo

who has had an increased
presence in the offense since
over the past several weeks,
had a career night for USU,
finishing the game with 121
yards on just five catches.
Along with fellow tight end
Tarren Lloyd, Bartlett proved
to be the catalyst for the
Aggies’ second half comeback attempt.
“They stepped up,” Borel
said. “They both had great
games blocking and catching.”
With the Aggies finally on
the board, the shootout was
underway. Nevada answered
USU’s opening salvo with
a four-play, 60-yard drive
which saw running back
Mike Ball take a 35-yard run
to the house. Not to be outdone, Utah State answered
on the very next drive, when
a 63 yard, Borel-to-Bartlett
hookup set up a one-yard
Borel touchdown plunge.
The two teams would trade
scores again to finish out the
third quarter with Nevada in
front, 49-21.
“It’s a tough group
of kids,” Andersen said.

“They’re going to battle day
in and day out, week in and
week out. They’ll fight to the
end.”
“If they came out that way
in the first half we might
have won,” he said.
Nevada head coach Chris
Ault, who watched his
defense play so tough in the
first half, had a different
explanation for USU’ second
half comeback, blaming himself and his players for the
mental lapse which allowed
the Aggies to compile 490
yards of total offense by
game’s end.
“Defensively speaking I
can’t think of another time
in my career here that I’ve
seen a group play a worse
half of football than our
defense did in the second
half,” Ault said. “When you
look at the first half, when
you look at how good we
played defensively, that’s
inexcusable.”
Despite the final score,
the game was out of reach for
USU heading into the fourth
quarter. USU scored twice
in the game’s final three

minutes after trailing 49-28,
including on a 92-yard kickoff return for a touchdown
by Kerwynn Williams with
just under a minute left to
play.
USU’s players and coaches
aren’t taking much solace in
the team’s second half comeback. Aggie safety McKade
Brady, who finished the
game with six tackles, may
have said it best: “A loss is a
loss.”
With undefeated Boise
State still looming, the loss
puts Utah State’s bowl hopes
virtually out of reach for
the season. And while the
once promising start to 2010
has since faded, Andersen
remains defiant approaching
the four remaining game’s on
the Aggie schedule.
“In my mind right now,
it’s a four game season and
we have the opportunity to
do some things that haven’t
been done here in a long
time.”

– adam.nettina@aggiemail.
usu.edu

Volleyball wins two in California
You’ve heard of the 4 C’s of diamond quality ...
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By MARK ISRAELSEN
staff writer

Home, sweet home? More like road, sweet
road for the Utah State University Volleyball
team. After dropping two straight matches
at home, the Aggies went on the road and
scored back to back impressive wins. The
Aggies stomped San Jose State on Oct. 28
in three sets, and then followed it up with a
gutsy five-set win over Fresno State on Oct.
30.
“We competed well in spots,” head coach
Grayson DuBose said of the last few home
games. “We just need to compete well for as
long as we can.”
The Aggies came out against San Jose
State and definitely did that. Despite letting
San Jose jump out to early leads in the first
two sets, USU stayed tough and competitive,
and eventually went on to win the match
in straight sets. Liz McArthur and Josselyn
White led Utah State in the win, as they
combined for 23 kills and 11 digs.
“We were real dialed-in right from the
beginning,” DuBose said. “We kind of got
after it and put those guys on their heels and
then just kept rolling.”
The Aggies’ game against Fresno State
was somewhat of a different story. Utah
State came out and absolutely dominated
the first two sets, winning 25-13 and 25-12
thanks to the play of McArthur as well as
senior setter Chelsea Fowles.
“We started out real well and then Fresno
got better,” DuBose said. “They’re a good
volleyball team and they compete real hard.”
Fresno State, true to the coach’s words,
wasn’t about to roll over and die. The
Bulldogs rallied back and won the next two
sets to tie the match at 2-2. The game went
to a deciding fifth set where the Aggies were
able to pull it off, winning the set 15-12.
“Our big focus has always been taking
care of our side of the net,” DuBose said.
“While our passing wasn’t as accurate as it
has been in the past, our blocking was really

good; we were able to make up for that one
deficit by being better in another area.”
McArthur and Fowles have been essential to the Aggies’ success this season, and
their dominance was apparent during their
most recent road trip. Fowles registered a
career-high 17 digs against Fresno State
and McArthur led the team in kills in both
matches.
“Chelsea’s just Chelsea,” DuBose said of
his superstar setter. “She’s always been good,
but she’s really been focused this year and
played with a sense of urgency.”
Fowles, who this year became the all-time
assists leader in USU history, has found
herself going to McArthur more and more
throughout the year as McArthur’s game has
continued to progress.
“Liz is really starting to figure it out,”
DuBose said. “She’s always been a power
hitter, but now she’s starting to learn some
other subtleties of the game. She’s made big
strides.”
Following their impressive road play, USU
returns home for a three game home-stand,
starting with Boise State on Nov. 4. In order
to keep up their winning streak, DuBose is
looking for effort from his squad.
“We want to just compete,” he said. “We
want to make sure that we’re doing those
things that we can control. We can control
our effort and we can control how hard we
work and those for us are real big keys.”
This next stretch also marks the final three
home games for the Aggies before they head
to the WAC tournament, and DuBose said
he knows how important and effective home
court advantage can be in these pivotal
games. “It’d be great if a bunch of people
came out these next three matches,” DuBose
said. “These will be our last three matches at
home; it’d be fun to have a bunch of people
come and cheer us on.

– mark.israelsen@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Hockey shows no mercy toward in-state rivals
By MATT SONNENBERG
assistant sports editor

A week after sweeping
in-state rival BYU in back-toback games, Utah State kept
things local with a weekend
set of games and two more
wins, against the University
of Utah and another contest
against BYU.
The Aggies never once
trailed over the course of the
two games, and wasted little
time before taking the lead
Friday. Tyler Mistelbacher,
returning to action after
missing the past two weeks
with a thumb injury, took
all of 22 seconds to put the
Aggies up 1-0 on the Utes
during Friday’s game.
“He has been dying to
play,” USU coach Jon Eccles
said of Mistelbacher, who is
still healing from his broken
thumb that has had him on
the shelf. “We’re worried
about his hand a lot.”
That early lead was something that the Aggies had
made a priority leading up to
the weekend.
“All week we just focused
on getting quick starts, getting out of the gate early, and
we did that tonight,” center
Billy Gouthro said. “We were
hungry tonight.”
Utah State put its back
against the wall just more
than six minutes into the
contest when Jeremy Martin
and Joel Basson were both
called for cross checking
penalties at 6:11 of the first
period, giving Utah a 5-on-3
advantage.
The Aggies responded
masterfully behind some
quality defensive play and
anchored by a stellar performance by goalie Dan
Cornelius.

“He came to play,” Eccles
said of Cornelius, who also
was returning to action
for the first time in several
games. “He played a great
game.”
Late in the penalty kill,
defenseman Ty Johns laid
an authoritative hit deep in
the defensive zone to gain
possession of the puck and
to kill the remainder of the
Utah power play.
Johns wasn’t done yet
though. Just 27 seconds after
the penalty was killed off,
Johns ripped a shot from
just inside the blue line that
clanked off the inside edge
of the top-right post and into
the net, beating Utah goalie
AJ Boldan to give Utah State
a 2-0 lead.
WIth 2:37 remaining
in the opening period the
Aggies netted their third
goal of the game when captain Kent Arsenault redirected a shot from defenseman
Jason Moore into the net to
give Utah State a 3-0 lead
going into the first intermission.
The second period was
essentially the Gouthro
show. Just more than five
minutes into the period, the
centerman buried his first
goal of the game off assists
by Martin and Basson. Just
more than a minute later,
Gouthro scored again, this
time off of an assist by
Arsenault to put Utah State
up 5-0.
Forward Matt Hamilton
added a goal to his stats for
the night to go along with his
assist on Johns’ first period
goal to put the Aggies up 6-0.
Gouthro, needing just
one more goal for the hattrick, slid behind the Utah
defense where defenseman
Jeff Sanders found him

with a bullet pass right up
the center of the ice to give
Gouthro a breakaway chance
for his third goal. Gouthro
cashed in on his opportunity
to bring on the raining down
of hats from the crowd and
putting the Aggies up 7-0.
Utah’s first and only goal
of the game came with just
more than two and a half
minutes remaining in the
second period when winger
Chris York got the only shot
of Utah’s 33 on the game to
elude Cornelius.
The Aggies, who had 18
total penalties in the game,
found themselves in the
penalty box on five separate occasions during the
third period, leaving USU to
battle through much of the
period shorthanded. That,
along with the time spent
killing penalties in the first
two periods, is something
Gouthro said kept the team
from sustaining their offensive momentum throughout
the final period.
Neither team found the
back of the net during the
third period, but Eccles
said he was pleased with his
team’s 7-1 win.
“I loved the players’ intensity and their sense of urgency.
I thought they brought it all
three periods,” he said.
Going into Saturday’s
game on the road at BYU,
the question was looming as
to which Aggie team would
show up to play that day.
USU had dominated BYU
on the road during the first
game of the prior weekend’s
doubleheader, but struggled
to hold on for a win the next
night.
Eccles was banking on the
team that dominated to be
the ones who would show up
to play on Saturday against

USU CENTER BILLY GOUTHRO skates toward the puck during a game earlier this year. Gouthro
had five goals and an assist in the weekend’s games versus the University of Utah and BYU. Utah State
outscored the two teams by a combined 12-1 and improved its record to 13-2. CARL R. WILSON photo

the Cougars.
Eccles was right.
Riding a flawless effort
by goalie Cody Palmer, Utah
State beat the Cougars for
the third time in two weeks
5-0.
Gouthro continued his
weekend scoring rampage,
netting two more goals
against the Cougars, the

second of which came via
converted penalty shot.
Hamilton also scored for
the second time in as many
games, while Dave Wyman
and Jay McFadden each
scored goals of their own.
Utah State put up 43
shots against the Cougars,
while only allowing 24 shots
against, every one of which

Women finish second, men third at WAC championships
By MIKE REES
staff writer

The Western Athletic Conference witnessed
things play out a little differently than previously
anticipated at the conference’s cross country
championship race held Saturday in Moscow,
Idaho. Utah State’s men, who had been favored
to walk away with it all, finished in third place
after a close race amid a tight field of competitors.
Utah State’s women ran to a strong second place
performance behind pre-race favorite Idaho, and
ahead of last year’s champion, New Mexico State.
The women had been picked to finish third.
“The women had their best race of the year,”
head coach Gregg Gensel said. “They came together as a team and beat last year’s defending champions. As a team, you want to improve each year.
As you run you have a tendency to not reach or
reach your potential. They worked closely together
and reached their potential.”
The top finisher for the Aggies, sophomore
Ruth Hilton, placed fifth with a time of 17 minutes, 50.84 seconds, earning first team all-WAC
honors.
“Personally, I hoped to do a little better, especially after coming back from an injury last year,”
Hilton said. “I feel like I have improved over the
year though, even though I didn’t really start the
season as a standout.”
Finishing behind Hilton for the Aggies was
sophomore Kaylee Campbell in 13th place with a
time of 18:11.56, good for second team all-WAC
honors.
Hilton said, “We hoped we could’ve done a little
better, but overall, we thought we did pretty
good.”

Boise State University took home the men’s
conference title after finishing with 57 total
points. New Mexico State University was close
behind, managing to squeak past Utah State by
just one point with 66 to USU’s 67.
Although placing third may come as a let down
to the Aggies, who have enjoyed a commanding five straight Conference Championships,
the boys in blue and white still ran impressively.
Their average time for the eight-kilometer (4.97
miles) course was fastest among all the teams at
25:15.30. Boise State and New Mexico State averaged 25:16.55 and 25:24.61, respectively.
“We ran good, we just didn’t run good
enough,” Gensel said. “You’d like to think you can
win it all the time, but we all know that’s impossible. I’m proud of our kids because they handled
it well. They did what they thought they could do.
It will motivate us for the future.”
Senior Brian McKenna led the way for the
Aggie men, as he has all season, finishing close
on the heels of Fresno State individual champion
Olivier Collin with a time of 24:27.45. McKenna
garnered first team all-WAC honors, along with
teammate Daniel Howell, who finished in fifth
place with a time of 24:43.83. Also earning allconference accolades was sophomore Aaron
Clements, who placed 13th in 25:17.99.
Despite the close finish, McKenna looked to
the horizon instead of remaining on the past.
“It’s good to have some strong competitors
in the WAC to help us raise the bar a little bit,”
McKenna said. “We came out to perform. You’ve
got to give credit to the guys who outperformed
us.”
Cross Country races are scored based on the
placement of the top five runners from each team.

First place scores, one point, fifth place scores
five points, and so on. Therefore, in order for a
team to do well, each of the top runners must
run a solid race and place well, instead of having one runner excel while the other four scoring
runners don’t run as well. For example, Fresno
State freshman standout Collin was the individual
Conference Champion with a time of 24:34, but
the Bulldogs placed fourth as a team because their
fourth and fifth runners placed 28th and 34th.
Conversely, on the women’s side, the Aggies
placed ahead of third place New Mexico State,
which had three runners place in the top ten, as
opposed to Utah State’s one. However, Utah State’s
fifth woman, sophomore Stephanie Burt, placed
20th, well ahead of New Mexico State’s fifth
woman, Madelyn Stoltze, who placed 34th, giving
Utah State the edge.
With the conference championships in the
rear-view, the team will rest up this week before
heading to compete in the NCAA Mountain
Regional Championships hosted by the University
of Utah on Nov. 13. The Aggies will attempt to
qualify for the National Championship in Terre
Haute, Ind. on Nov. 22.
“I told the kids, focus on the positive, and get
motivated for the next big race, which just happens to be regionals,” Gensel said.
The Aggies are sure to be looking for a rematch
as New Mexico State will join them in Salt Lake.
The other members of the WAC will run in either
the Western Regional or South Central Regional.
In order to qualify for nationals a team must place
in the top two at regionals or qualify for an atlarge bid based on their performance.

was turned away by Palmer.
The Aggies now stand at
13-2 on the season as they
travel to California this
weekend for the San Jose
Showcase. Utah State will
return home Nov. 11 when
they face Metro State.

– matt.sonn@aggiemail.usu.
edu
Men’s team results
1. Boise State - 57
2. New Mexico St. - 66
3. Utah State - 67
4. Fresno State - 119
5. Idaho - 136
6. San Jose St. - 189
7. Louisiana Tech - 195
USU men’s finishers
2. Brian McKenna - 24:37.45
5. Daniel Howell - 24:43
13. Clements, Aaron - 25:17.99
22. Nelson, Hunter - 25:47.59
25. Atkinson, Steve - 25:49.62
27. Larson, Eric - 25:54.39
29. McKenna, Kyle - 26:09.37
32. Lopez, Chio - 26:27.02
36. Barton, Jacob - 26:43.48
Women’s team results
1. Idaho - 48
2. Utah State - 69
3. New Mexico St. - 75
4. Boise State - 89
5. Fresno State - 129
6. Nevada - 140
7. Hawai`i - 182
8. San Jose St. - 226
9. Louisiana Tech - 286

USU’s women finishers
5. Ruth Hilton - 17:50.84
13. Kaylee Campbell - 18:11.56
15. Jessie Chugg - 18:13.59
16. Alex Litzsinger - 18:16.94
20. Stephanie Burt - 18:21.43
23. Kim Quinn - 18:29.92 23
24. Alicia Wilkins - 18:34.93
29. Ashley Robison - 18:45.26
– michael.d.rees@aggiemail.usu.edu 41. Hannah Williams - 19:03.33

Football debrief: The good, the bad and the ugly
By ADAM NETTINA
sports editor

The Good: Diondre Borel continues his ascension up the Aggie
record books, his performance Saturday adding to his already
gaudy career resume. Borel, threw a career high 399 yards in
the game and topped his previous career best of 369. It was the
most passing yards by an Aggie quarterback since 2002, when
Jose Fuentes threw for 426 yards against Middle Tennessee State.
Borel wasn’t the only one Aggie to have a big offensive game. A
week after failing to establish the passing game against Hawaii,
USU’s backs, receivers and tight ends stepped up in a big way.
Dontel Watkins (6 catches, 82 yards) and Kellen Bartlett (5 catches, 121 yards) led the way for the Aggies, but Kerwynn Williams,
Eric Moats, and Travis van Leeuwen all logged more than 40
receiving yards apiece. If there’s any saving grace in their performance going into the final stretch of the season, it’s that all five
players return will return to next year’s USU team.

The Bad: Where do you start? Utah State surrendered 596 yards
to Nevada, which rushed for 387 yards despite missing the team’s
leading rusher in Vai Taua. Colin Kaepernick glided past USU
defenders with ease, rushing for 102 yards and a touchdown,
while also picking part the Aggie secondary on 10-of-15 passing.
Utah State’s defense also failed to generate a turnover for the first
time of the season.
The Ugly: Like games against San Diego State and Louisiana
Tech, Utah State came out flat in the first half, struggling to
adjust to the speed of the game while at the same time committing costly penalties which aided the opposition. Five of the first
six Aggie possessions ended in punts, while the sixth ended after
a Derrvin Speight fumble. Despite coming alive on offense in the
second half, USU’s defense did little to slow down the Nevada
offense.
The Painful: Neither the month of October nor the Wolf Pack
have been kind to the Aggies in recent history. Saturday’s loss
drops USU to 4-17 against the Wolf Pack all-time, with next year’s

game in Logan slated to be the last conference matchup between
the two team’s before Nevada moves to the Mountain West. The
Aggies are 2-8 in Reno, and have lost the last three away from
Logan. As far as October goes, the Aggies’ 25 losses in their last
32 October games speaks for itself. At least November brings the
start of basketball season.
What it means: Despite Gary Andersen’s insistence that the
Aggies are starting over with a “four game season,” Saturday’s
loss effectively kills any lingering hope USU had to make a bowl
game in 2010. To become bowl eligible, the Aggies would have to
win their remaining four games – a highly improbable scenario,
considering undefeated Boise State and 4-4 Idaho still loom on
the horizon. But forget winning the remaining four, or even three
of the last four for that matter. Despite a 2-6 record, New Mexico
State won’t be a cakewalk next week, especially with fan interest
waning.

– adam.nettina@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Sustainability, an issue
worth our attention

Benjamin C. Wood
News Editor
Catherine Meidell

T

oday, the College of Natural Resources
and USU’s Sustainability Council kick off
this year’s Sustainability Week.
USU has a lot of themed weeks. Too often
it seems like the various events and giveaways on the TSC patio blend together into
an indistinguishable tapestry of the status
quo. At times it can be hard to tell when one
organization’s week has ended and the next
has begun. We do not discount the entertainment, fund-raising and awareness-generating
value of such endeavors, but we also admit
that some things hold more weight than others.
A walking tour of USU’s efforts to go
Green may not hold the same draw as a Kalai
Concert on Old Main Hill, and a showing of
Academy-Award winning documentary “The
Cove” is most likely not as crowd-pleasing
as “Toy Story 3”, but ask yourself what you
take away from participating in these various
events. This week we can enjoy the social and
entertainment aspects of campus-sponsored
events while stretching our understanding
of the world around us. After a weekend of
non-stop parties and revelry, let’s all take a
step back and think about the impact that our
society has on our natural resources.
In an interview with The Utah Statesman,
Natural Resources senator Jason Carlisle said:
“...Natural resources and sustainability
issues are not going away anytime soon and
finding solutions to those problems and thereby maintaining natural ecological processes is
critical to sustaining life globally.”
We agree. These issues are real and need
to be addressed.
There is a time and a place for everything.
This week, it’s time for all of us to become a
little more educated on Sustainability, Green
living, and the difference that we can make in
the environment. Take a couple of hours to
watch the documentaries, listen to the speakers, check out what programs are part of Blue
Goes Green, take part in the service project
this Saturday or do a service project of your
own.

Of ducks and men
Doesn’t it seem like a lot
of campus programs and iniASUSU
tiatives are aimed at what
View
these groups call “promoting awareness”? That’s great
and all, but what does that
mean? Can you imagine if all
these well-meaning groups
succeeded in making you
and me more aware? We
would be some sort of superhuman robots (hip ones of
course – we’re now fashion-aware) who never offend
(we’d be too aware of others’ feelings for that), never trip
while trying to walk and text, and never, ever have a friend
lean over and say “Dude, XYZ.” I dare say no birthday,
friend’s new haircut, or homework deadline would ever
go unnoticed. But alas, this isn’t so – sorry Dr. Kurtzman,
if you’re reading this, I’ll get that writing assignment in real
soon.
I know what you’re asking yourself: “Ummm…so what
does this have to do with ducks? The title clearly says the
word ‘duck.’” I know. I know. Trust me, I’m just as crazy
about ducks as you are; we’ll get there. If you’ve read
this far already, another few seconds of reading couldn’t
hurt; so let’s move on. On the topic of waterfowl (see,
we’re there), pioneering American conversationalist Aldo
Leopold said the following in his book “A Sand County
Almanac”:
“A … morning is only as drab as he who walks in it without a glance skyward, ear cocked for geese. I once knew
an educated lady …, who told me that she had never heard
or seen the geese that twice a year proclaim the revolving
seasons to her well-insulated roof. Is education possibly a
process of trading awareness for things of lesser worth?
The goose who trades his is soon a pile of feathers.”
On a more familiar and less duck-related level, a typical USU student will have noticed some fluffy white stuff
around campus and the surrounding mountains as of late.
And no I’m not talking about cute little bunnies – I mean
snow. A more observant student may have even noticed
that nearly 40 percent of the students in his/her 8:30 a.m.
general biology class decided that even a skiff of snow
was just too much and skipped class today. But only a truly
aware student will have taken notice of the natural, telltale
cues which give subtle signal to the season’s change – only
one of which is the onset of snowfall.
Leopold goes on: “A cardinal, whistling spring to a thaw
but later finding himself mistaken, can retrieve his error by
resuming his winter silence. A chipmunk, emerging for a
sunbath but finding a blizzard, has only to go back to bed.

Jason Carlisle

- See DUCKS, page 14
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ForumLetters
TSC is an
embarassment
To the editor:
I read, with great interest,
the article in the Wednesday,
Oct. 27 edition of the
Statesman entitled “Tolson
shares plan for future recreation center.” I was excited
to read that President Tolson
sees the major hole on campus that we call the TSC, and
promises that the recreation
center will be “everything the
TSC is supposed to be.”
The Taggart Student
Center (then-referred to
as the student union) was
pushed starting in 1947 by
student body president Lyn
Larsen, among other important folks. Students, administrators, the Board of Trustees,
and the Alumni Association
saw the pressing need for
a student union; opting to
forgo support for new dorms
in favor of the plan. This student-focused building was
to have a cafeteria, game
rooms, a barber shop, a ballroom, and offices for the
student government. Finally,
in December of 1952, the
student union was cleared
for use – just in time for a
Christmas ball featuring the
Al Sedgley orchestra and
Shirley Lamb.
Since that time, the student union has been extensively remodeled, added to,
and re-named the Taggart
Student Center. It has also
come to be an embarrassment to student centers
everywhere. The most obvious difference between the
TSC and other student centers is that the game room
consists of a ping-pong table
on the third floor. Besides
that, doing anything remotely
student-related (beyond paying bills, buying books, and
eating) requires the event
host to jump through a series
of bureaucratic hoops and

most likely empty his or her
(or their club’s) wallet. That is,
if the host is not ASUSU.
A student center should
be just that: a student center. On most campuses this
area is run, for the most part,
independent of administrators. Students flock to these
buildings to eat, meet friends,
play games, study, promote
their clubs, and hold events.
They are not administrative
office buildings and they are
not where outside entities get
first dibs on meeting space.
I support the creation of
a new student center; call
it what you will. The TSC
has been overrun with the
day-to-day business of a university and seems to have forgotten that it bears the words
“student center” in its name.
However, we as students
must be in the loop. Who
exactly is going to pay for
it? What is going to prevent
the recreation center from
becoming the next TSC?
What will its policies be?
There are still questions that I hope are running through President Tyler
Tolson’s head. Implementing
an entire building is a huge
legacy to leave, President
Tolson. Please think through
what is best for the students,
and how to ensure that the
recreation center will remain
student-centered in 50 years.
Make your legacy last.
Carl J. Aldrich

Recreation
areas needed
To the editor:

I find it hard to understand the point of the ARCC.
What the students of Utah
State need is a place to recreate. USU already has great
resources for the services
listed: dining, parking, the
bookstore, housing, and conferencing.

Letters to
the editor •
A public forum
The point of a recreation
center is to get away from the
academic side of a university
and recreate. Recreation centers should include things like
gyms, climbing walls, pools,
hockey rinks, dance studios,
cycling rooms, aerobic areas,
fitness centers and so on.
Some may point out that
students have the HPER and
Fieldhouse. The HPER is an
educational building and the
recreational space allotted
is not nearly big enough for
growing needs of USU students; and the Fieldhouse is
old, outdated, and too small
as well. This semester over 20
intramural teams were turned
away due to lack of space. In
September alone over 4,000
people used the HPER pools.
Recreation is a huge part of
campus life. The problem
with recreation at USU is that
it needs room for expansion.
USU needs a building just
for students, away from academia.
Students need to put forth
their voices for a new recreation center, not just a place
to go study or park.
McKell Blake

Letter writer
contradictory
To the editor:
I applaud Mr. Dunbar’s
attempts to articulate his
views, but I thought it best to
point out that if he is “alumnus,” this means that he graduated from a public (i.e. statefunded) university. I hope he
plans to pay the American
taxpayers back for his statesubsidized education. I cannot be certain, but I’m willing
to bet John Galt went to a
private school somewhere
on the East Coast. Perhaps
Atlas was shrugging out of
confusion.
Shawn Clybor

Luck be a lady on election day

Is it posRepublican
sible to be
politically
Rumblings
starved
in
Utah? With
a
healthy
republi can -voting
population
the obvious
answer is yes. Gary Herbert and Mike
Lee are leading by such huge margins it
would either take an act of God or an
endorsement of Coroon and Granato by
the First Presidency of for Herbert or Lee to
lose. And Matheson, well, there are worse
Democrats that could be representing us
in Washington, so my conscience is clear
on the Second Congressional District. Of
course there are a few tight House and
County Commissioner races but for the
most part, Nov. 2 in Utah will be a bore, so
I took off to Las Vegas to find some political
action. Aside from my beginner’s luck at the
craps table and gorging at all-you-can-eat

Renae Cowley

buffets, I have been feasting on the tense
political climate surrounding the Senate
race between Sharron Angle and Harry
Reid.
I want to make it perfectly clear I am not
affiliated with Sharron Angle’s campaign in
any way. I am working with an independent
expenditure campaign and were I on her
campaign, or even not legally barred from
contacting her campaign, I might have a
strong word or two for those responsible
for advising her to avoid the media during
the home stretch of the election.
Unions and a high percentage of minorities make Nevada prime for democrats.
Republicans here are not only poorly organized, but virtually have no presence. On
the national scene, “Angel” is Fox News’
favorite buzz word, but all of the out-ofstate donors in the world can’t get her
elected if Nevada voters don’t get out and
vote. That is where I come in. I have been
working tirelessly on “Get out the Vote”

- See NEVADA, page 14
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About letters

• Letters should be limited to 400 words.
• All letters may be
shortened, edited or
rejected for reasons
of good taste, redundancy or volume of
similar letters.
• Letters must be
topic oriented. They
may not be directed
toward individuals.
Any letter directed to
a specific individual
may be edited or not
printed.
• No anonymous letters will be published.
Writers must sign all
letters and include a
phone number or email address as well
as a student identification number (none of
which is published).
Letters will not be
printed without this
verification.
• Letters representing
groups — or more
than one individual
— must have a singular representative
clearly stated, with all
necessary identification information.
• Writers must wait 21
days before submitting successive letters
— no exceptions.
• Letters can be hand
delivered or mailed
to The Statesman in
the TSC, Room 105,
or can be e-mailed to
statesman@aggiemail.
usu.edu, or click on
www.utahstatesman.
com for more letter
guidelines and a box
to submit letters.

Online poll
What are you most
excited for this weekend?
• Aggie Basketball
against Grand
Canyon.
• BJ. Novak in the
KCH.
• Two days without
classes.
Visit us on the Web at
www.utahstatesman.
com
to cast your vote and
see results from this
straw poll.
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TimeOut
A collection of student-produced & syndicated
comics, puzzles, fun stuff ... and GREAT
classified ads!.

Friends by Default • Trevor.Stewart@aggiemail.usu.edu

Loose Parts • Dave Blazek

Breaking the Mold • Kenneth.Locke@aggiemail.usu.edu

Dilbert • Scott Adams

Answers? Check at www.utahstatesman.com

Bound & Gagged • Dana Summers

Rhymes with Orange • Hilary Price
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2297 North Main, Logan
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Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Flies high
6 Taking things
wrong?
11 Work on hems
14 Enthusiastic
about
15 Espionage
double agents
16 “Double Fantasy”
artist Yoko
17 TV’s Della Street
for nearly 40
years
19 GI morale
booster
20 Disorderly sort
21 How fries are
fried
22 Basic earring
23 Space-saving
abbr.
25 V-shaped slits
27 School
assignment that
may elicit groans
32 Old Prizm
automaker
33 Trait transmitter
34 “That stings!”
36 Tab-grabber’s
words
38 Alabama march
city
41 Small songbird
43 Quite a distance
off
45 Honored guests’
platform
47 Seasonal sprite
48 Symphony
venue
52 Visits
unexpectedly
54 RV connection?
55 Isn’t up to snuff
56 __-press
59 Home run hitters’
hitters
63 __ chi: martial art
64 Theme of this
puzzle hidden in
17-, 27- and 48Across
66 Sci-fi creatures
67 Church doctrine
68 Senator Hatch
69 One of the 64Across
70 Secretly watch
71 Trans Am roof
options
DOWN
1 Second-stringers

11/1/10

By Gail Grabowski

2 Fall birthstone
3 Woodstock hair
style
4 Burglar
5 Majorca Mrs.
6 Mtge. fraud
investigator
7 Bit of seasonal
laughter
8 “Seinfeld” woman
9 Chap
10 “The Waste
Land” poet’s
monogram
11 TV setting for
“M*A*S*H”
12 Happen next
13 Links selections
18 Wealth
22 Twisted fastener
24 Follow (along),
like a little
brother
26 Common
Christmas gift
27 Self-esteem
28 TV princess with
a sidekick
named Gabrielle
29 Silly
30 Half and half
31 Pinochle combos
35 In good health
37 O.K. Corral
brothers

!NSWERS FOUND
WWW
UTAHSTATESMANCOM
/PTIONS
Saturday’s Puzzle Solved

'OOD ,UCK
(c)2010 Tribune Media Services, Inc.

39 Yoga class
need
40 Respiratory
cavity
42 Cowboys’ org.
44 Coke
alternatives
46 Used a rocker
49 Rap genre
50 Couch potato’s
lack, evidently
51 Lyndon’s 1964
running mate

11/1/10

52 Socially active
sort
53 Ranchero’s rope
57 San __, Italy
58 Not the least bit
nice
60 Prefix with
dynamic
61 Ballroom blunder
62 IRS data
64 QB’s scores
65 Fresh from the
oven
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Nevada: Sen. Reid’s actions affect all of us
-continued from page 12

Categories include: Poetry,
Flash Fiction (1-500 words)
and Short Story (500+
words).
Entries are due to TSC 105
by Jan. 21, 2011.
Winners will be published.
Start Today!

Ducks: Don’t trade awareness for lesser worth
-continued from page 12

But a migrating goose, staking two hundred miles of black to myself. For these massive swans and many other waternight on the chance of finding a hole in the lake, has no fowl, Logan is south for the winter. After spending the sumeasy chance for retreat. His arrival carries the conviction mer on the northern tundra, they’ve opted to spend their
of a prophet who has burned his bridges.”
winter months here, like we do (so think of that next time
I was privileged enough to spend a recent Saturday you’re complaining about Logan winters).
morning in one of Cache Valley’s beautiful marshes. My
I know I’ve made light of awareness-promoting activities,
buddy Jessop and I stood on the cattailbut in all seriousness, I find myself asking
lined banks, waiting for the lazy sun to
the same question Leopold did over half
break the predawn chill and usher in the “For me, hunting isn’t a century ago; am I trading my awareness
start of our day of hunting. For me, hunt- about the actual har- for something of lesser worth? I hope
ing isn’t about the actual harvest of wildthe answer is no. I invite you to join me
life, but the experiences had while afield. vest of wildlife, but
this week in celebrating USU’s Natural
Anyone who knows me can tell you that the experiences had
Resources and Sustainability Week, Nov.
when I go hunting, I usually fail to “bring while afield .”
1-6. See cnr.usu.edu for the stellar lineup
home the beef,” but rarely do I fail to bring
of activities that I hope will enable you
home a smile on my face, a few good
to be even minutely more aware of the
stories (usually exaggerated of course), and an increased wonders of the natural world around you. As you strive
awareness and appreciation for the intricate simplicities of for increased awareness, you’ll be amazed what you learn
nature.
about nature, how to ensure its continued existence, and
Hands were numb on this morning as Jessop and I sat, hopefully even a little about yourself.
mouth-agape, flocks of Tundra Swans cutting the cold sky
high above us with their powerful flight and almost houndJason Carlisle is the ASUSU natural resources senator.
like, wheezy calls. I couldn’t help but chuckle as I thought
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Renae Cowley is a senior majoring in
public relations. She can be reached at
renaecowley@gmail.com

Romney Stadium

Have an Urge
to Write?

rights, let me remind you that the decisions made and votes cast by a U.S.
senator have national repercussions
and affect me in little old Logan, Utah.
The decision to legalize abortions,
allow for gay marriage, implement universal healthcare, and end Bush’s tax
breaks DO play a part in my life and
I have the right to petition my government (I would also expand that to my
fellow citizens) to express my views
and encourage them to consider the
possible ramifications of their vote
before they head to the polls.
This is the election the nation will
be watching this Tuesday and I will
be right in the mix of it all. It will be
epic and historical regardless of the
outcome. In addition to my continued
efforts to increase voter turnout for
Angle, all that is left to do now is sit
back and see which proves to be a
stronger political force; the enraged
tea party movement or the Obama
powerhouse. My bets have been
placed and I’ve doubled down on the
tea party and main street America.
Come on big money!

800 East

A
Creative
Writing
Contest

strategies by organizing volunteers to and businesses even more money and
canvas neighborhoods and pass out has inhibited them from hiring any
literature at community and sporting new employees. Those hit the hardest
events. Wherever you can
are minorities, the workfind locals on Halloween
ing poor, minimum wage
weekend, we are out in “... let me
earners and the general
full force.
lower social strata. All
remind you
Word from poll-watch- that the deciof which historically vote
ers is unions are rounddemocrat.
ing up all of their casino sions made and
Angle is not exactly
employees and bussing votes cast by
my ideal candidate
them to polling locations a U.S. senator
to pull our nation out
on Reid-decorated buses
of this spiraling mess
with the promise to pay have national
Democrats have got us
them for the time. Other repercusions
in to. However, I would
groups are canvassing and affect me in much rather have someblack neighborhoods and little old Logan,
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